Proposal for translating WEMI into EDM

```
edm:InformationResource
  URI xxxxx
  edm:hasType
  edm:isDerivativeOf
  dcterms:hasVersion
  edm:incorporates
  edm:realizes
edm:PhysicalThing

skos:Concept
  "FRBR:Work"

edm:InformationResource
  URI xxx
  edm:hasType
  edm:isDerivativeOf
  skos:Concept
  "FRBR:Expression"

edm:InformationResource
  URI xxxx
  edm:hasType
  skos:Concept
  "FRBR:Publication Expression"
```
Example N according to "FRBRoo Core"
Example O according to "FRBR_{OO} Core"
Example M according to "FRBR_{OO} Core"
Example P according to "FRBR\textsubscript{OO} Core"
Example B according to "FRBR\(_{OO}\) Core"
Example H(G) according to "FRBR_{OO} Core"
Example J according to "FRBR_{OO} Core"